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Cheshire Folk Tales
By Johnny Gillet

The History Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Cheshire Folk Tales, Johnny
Gillet, Cheshire is a county that associates with the giants of English literature, such as Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and The Wierdstone of Brisingamen, but
how did these fabulous tales develop from a supposedly flat county of boggy, cheese-making
plains? This book uncovers some of the surprise and charm hidden in the folds of this unassuming
landscape. For hundreds of years, Cheshire folk have been quietly telling their own tales about some
of Britain's great heroes, as well as wrestling with their own demons, dragons and boggarts. Let the
Journey Man guide you along the canals, through the forests and safely past the sniddlebogs to
some surprisingly spectacular heights where you can experience Cheshire's own heroes alongside its
eccentric traditions and fast-disappearing dialect. It's not all salt and cheese .The Journey Man is an
internationally travelled storyteller who has settled in Cheshire. He has been telling stories for some
twenty years, and has been given the opportunity to gather and retell the folk tales and history of
Cheshire. He now visits schools throughout the North West of England, as well...
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Reviews
This book will not be straightforward to start on studying but really fun to read. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and helpful. You can expect to
like just how the writer write this publication.
-- Glenna Goldner
This ebook may be worth a go through, and superior to other. I could comprehended every thing out of this published e pdf. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Da mien Schuster PhD
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